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Summary

The presented habilitation lecture focuses on application of the recursive
Bayesian mixture estimation theory to a car fuel consumption modeling.
The specific algorithm is based on using a mixture of normal and catego-
rical components with a data dependent dynamic model of switching.

The outline of the habilitation lecture includes the following items that
will be presented: (i) motivation and briefly a state of the art in the dis-
cussed field; (ii) general problem formulation; (iii) a theory, specification
of the problem formulation and a structural estimation algorithm; (iv)
demonstration of results with real data.
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Souhrn

Předkládaná habilitačńı přednáška se zaměřuje na použit́ı teorie rekur-
zivńıho bayesovského odhadováńı modelu směsi distribućı k modelováńı
spotřeby paliva automobilu. Specifický algoritmus je založen na použit́ı
směsi normálńıch a kategorických komponent s datově-závislým dynam-
ickým modelem přeṕınáńı.

Obsah habilitačńı přednášky zahrnuje následuj́ıćı body, které budou
prezentovány: (i) motivace a krátký současný stav v diskutované oblasti;
(ii) obecná formulace problému; (iii) teorie, specifikace formulace prob-
lému a strukturálńı algoritmus odhadu; (iv) demonstrace výsledk̊u s
reálnými daty.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Reducing of fuel consumption and CO2 emission is a significant problem
concerning both economical and ecological parts of a society life. Nowa-
days the automotive industry invests a lot in development and support
of various approaches in this area. The reasons are obvious: environ-
ment protection, the increasing price of oil, etc., see, for example, [1, 2].
With a gradual emergence of hybrid and electric vehicles [3] in the mar-
ket a solution might seem to be found, as they promise significant fuel
savings in exploitation. From an ecological viewpoint it also seems to
be the most appropriate solution: with zero or minimal emissions they
are suitable for low-emission zones established in some cities.

Nevertheless, conventional vehicles with combustion motors are still de-
manded in the market too. Firstly, purchase of a hybrid or an electric
vehicle is still rather expensive (although in recent times the prices are
reduced) that compensates fuel savings. However, other factors such as
(i) the natural need of any new technology in refining and improving; (ii)
a slowly appearing network of charging stations, especially out-of-town;
(iii) unsuitability of domestic parking places for charging; (iv) significant
environmental pollution during production and disposal of electric vehi-
cles, etc., realistically predispose to exploitation of conventional vehicles
too.

It leads to the fact that research in the area of eco-driving and reducing
the fuel consumption are still highly desired and call for novel solutions.
Obviously investigations in the field of eco-driving include the optimal
control design as one of its main issues. However, a task of the fuel
consumption modeling and its predicting (estimating) plays the impor-
tant role in constructing the optimal eco-driving strategy. Moreover, it
is a research problem, which joins conventional and hybrid and electric
vehicles. Modeling an optimal eco-driving strategy is a task desired for
all of them since: (i) conventional vehicles need it to reduce fuel con-
sumption and emissions; (ii) hybrid vehicles should be driven optimally
not to lose a benefit of the use of hybrid powertrain; (iii) electric vehicles
need to model a travel range before recharging.
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1.2 State of the art in eco-driving

Relevance of the discussed topic is confirmed of a series of studies in
this area. For example, the work [4] investigates which driving char-
acteristics (speed profile, gear changing, etc.) have the main effect on
emissions and the fuel consumption. The paper [5] evaluates the long-
term impact of an eco-driving training course by monitoring the driving
behavior and the fuel consumption for several months before and after
the course.

Studies dealing with modeling the fuel consumption can be found, e.g.,
in papers [6, 7, 2, 8, 9]. They are mostly devoted to algorithms based on
a physical description of the fuel consumption, which takes into account
surrounding traffic conditions.

Here, in this habilitation lecture, modeling the fuel consumption is taken
in the Bayesian context with the use of data measured on a driven ve-
hicle. The considered data-driven approach to the task is based on
Bayesian recursive estimation algorithms [10, 11, 12, 13] of mixture
models, whose components are assumed to describe individual regimes
of a driving style. An attempt to construct a data-based description
of a driven car as a system under Bayesian methodology has been al-
ready considered in [14]. However, it was not with the use of mixture
models. Here, the issue is considered through a mixture of normal and
categorical components.

1.3 State of the art in mixture estimation

Mixture based approaches are applied in various application fields, see,
for instance, [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Papers dealing with the mixture esti-
mation are mostly based on

• the iterative expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [20], see,
e.g., [21, 22, 23, 24, 25];

• the Variational Bayes (VB) approach [26, 27, 28];

• Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, e.g., [29, 30, 31].

Recursive Bayesian algorithms avoiding numerical computations and
aimed at the real-time performance can be found in [11, 12]. With
the application of [10, 32], they create a basis for a solution used in
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the presented habilitation lecture. The discussed solution provides an
extension of the dynamic switching model proposed in [13] used for a
specific case of mixed components.

2 Driven car as stochastic system

A driven car can be considered as a stochastic system, which in dis-
crete time instants t ∈ {1, . . . , T} generates the following variables of a
continuous nature:

• y1;t is the instantaneous fuel consumption [µl],

• y2;t is a vehicle speed [km/h],

• y3;t is a pressing the gas pedal [%],

• y4;t is the engine torque [Nm]

• and y5;t is the engine speed [rpm],

which are grouped in the vector yt = [y1;t, y2;t, y3;t, y4;t, y5;t]′. The dis-
crete variable zt ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,mz} ≡ z∗ observed on the system is selec-
tion of gear during driving with the six-speed gearbox. It is assumed
that the observed system works in several regimes different by a driving
style, which means that the system is multimodal.

The presented habilitation lecture focuses on modeling and estimating
at each time instant the first variable of the vector yt – the instanta-
neous fuel consumption y1;t. The considered problem can be generally
formulated as follows.

2.1 General problem formulation

The considered problem includes the following subtasks:

• construct a specific data-based model of the fuel consumption;

• recursively estimate its parameters based on available data;

• verify the model using the real measurements.
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Here, the problem is solved using the algorithm of estimation of mix-
tures of normal and categorical components with the dynamic catego-
rical data-dependent model of switching. The solution is proposed in
the submitted paper [33], co-authored by the habilitation candidate.
Main ideas of the specific theory and the structural algorithm are given
in the section below.

3 Mixtures with data dependent switching
model

3.1 Specific models

Let’s describe the observed system by a mixture of mc components,
where each i-th component, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,mc} ≡ c∗, has the form of the
joint pdf, which is decomposed according to the chain rule, see, e.g., [10]
in the following way

f (yt, zt = l|y (t− 1) , z (t− 1) ,Θ, β, ct = i)

= f

yt| y(t− 1), z(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψyt

,Θ, ct = i

 f

zt = l| z(t− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψzt−1

, β, ct = i

 , (1)

where l ∈ z∗, i ∈ c∗, and

• f(yt|ψyt ,Θ, ct = i) ≡ f(yt|ψyt ,Θi) is the i-th linear regression
model

Ny(ψyt θi, ri) (2)

with normal noise and with the regression vector

ψyt = [z′t, y
′
t−1, z

′
t−1, . . . , y

′
t−my , z

′
t−my , 1]′ (3)

of the memory length my and with parameters Θi = {θi, ri} ex-
isting for each i ∈ c∗, where θi is the collection of regression co-
efficients of the i-th component and ri is the constant covariance
matrix of the noise, and {Θi}mci=1 ≡ Θ,

• f(zt = l|ψzt−1 = q, β, ct = i) ≡ f(zt = l|ψzt−1 = q, βi), assumed to
be independent on yt, is the transition table with the regression
vector ψzt−1 = [z′t−1, . . . , z

′
t−mz ]

′ of the memory length mz, and
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with the matrix parameter βi, where {βi}mci=1 ≡ β, existing for
each i ∈ c∗. The transition table has the form

f
(
zt = l|ψzt−1 = q, βi

)
≡ (4)

zt = 1 zt = 2 · · · zt = mz

ψzt−1 denoted by 1 (β1|1)i (β2|1)i · · · (βmz|1)i
ψzt−1 denoted by 2 (β1|2)i · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ψzt−1 denoted by mψ (β1|mψ )i · · · · · · (βmz|mψ )i

where q ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,mψ} ≡ ψ∗, which is a set of possible config-
urations of the regression vector. Here βi is a matrix of entries
(βl|q)i with l ∈ z∗, q ∈ ψ∗ and i ∈ c∗, where (βl|q)i is the probabil-
ity of zt = l conditioned by ψzt−1 = q existing for the component
i, and it holds(

βl|q
)
i
≥ 0,

∑
l∈z∗

(
βl|q
)
i

= 1, ∀l ∈ z∗,∀q ∈ ψ∗, ∀i ∈ c∗, (5)

• it is assumed that neither the y-part of the pdf (1) depends on β
nor the z-part includes Θ.

Switching the active components (1) is represented as the unmeasured
random process ct = {1, 2, . . . ,mc} ≡ c∗, which is called the pointer
(see, e.g., [12, 11]). It means that ct points to the active component at
time t. Here switching the components is described by the model

f

ct = i|ct−1 = j, z (t− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ϕt−1=k

, α

 , i, j ∈ c∗, k ∈ ϕ∗, (6)

where ϕt−1 = [z′t−1, . . . , z
′
t−mα ]′ is the regression vector with the mem-

ory length mα, and the set ϕ∗ includes all its possible configurations.
It has the form similarly to (4), however, existing for each k-th configu-
ration of the regression vector ϕt−1 with k = {1, . . . ,mϕ} ≡ ϕ∗, where
mϕ is the whole number of such configurations, i.e.,

ct = 1 ct = 2 · · · ct = mc

ct−1 = 1 (α1|1)k (α2|1)k · · · (αmc|1)k
ct−1 = 2 (α1|2)k · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

ct−1 = mc (α1|mc)k · · · (αmc|mc)k
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The matrix-form parameter α ≡ {αk}
mϕ
k=1 contains entries (αi|j)k, which

are the probabilities of the pointer ct = i under condition that the
previous pointer ct−1 = j and ϕt−1 = k, with the assumption of the
form (5) for corresponding probabilities.

3.2 Problem specification

The problem is specified as follows: based on available data, estimate

• the parameter α of the switching model;

• the value of the pointer ct, indicating the active component at
time t;

• parameters Θ of normal components generating data yt;

• parameters β of categorical components producing data zt.

3.3 Summarized theory

The solution is based on construction of the joint pdf of variables to
be estimated and application of Bayes rule and inspired by [10, 11, 12].
With the data denoted by ∆t = {yt, zt} and the available data collection
up to the time instant t denoted by ∆(t) = {∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆t}, including
prior data ∆0, the joint pdf of variables to be estimated is derived with
the models (1), (4) and (6) as follows:

f (Θ, β, ct = i, ct−1 = j, α|∆ (t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
posterior pdf

∝ f (yt, zt = l,Θ, β, ct = i, ct−1 = j, α|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
joint pdf

= f (yt|ψyt ,Θ, ct = i) f (Θ|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
for Θ estimation

× f
(
zt = l|ψzt−1 = q, β, ct = i

)
f (β|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸

for β estimation

× f (ct = i|ct−1 = j, ϕt−1 = k, α) f (α|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
for α estimation
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× f (ct−1 = j|∆ (t− 1)) ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
pointer prior pdf

(7)

where i, j ∈ c∗, l ∈ z∗, q ∈ ψ∗ and k ∈ ϕ∗. This joint pdf is marginalized
firstly over all parameters, which provides the posterior pdf joint for ct
and ct−1, i.e.,

f(ct = i, ct−1 = j|∆(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
posterior pdf of ct and ct−1

∝∫
Θ∗

∫
β∗

∫
α∗
f (yt, zt = l,Θ, β, ct = i, ct−1 = j, α|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸

(7)

dΘdβdα

=
∫

Θ∗
f (yt|ψyt ,Θ, ct = i) f (Θ|∆ (t− 1)) dΘ

×
∫
β∗
f
(
zt = l|ψzt−1 = q, β, ct = i

)
f (β|∆ (t− 1)) dβ

×
∫
α∗
f (ct = i|ct−1 = j, ϕt−1 = k, α) f (α|∆ (t− 1)) dα

× f (ct−1 = j|∆ (t− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
pointer prior pdf

. (8)

Here the first integral is approximated by substituting the current mea-
surement yt and the previous point estimates of the parameters denoted
by θ̂i;t−1 and r̂i;t−1 to each i-th component. It provides a proximity of
the current output yt to the i-th component. The point estimates of pa-
rameters are obtained using the conjugate prior Gauss-inverse-Wishart
distribution for each normal component via the Bayes rule, which leads
to recursive updating the initially chosen statistics Vi;t−1 and ki;t−1 for
each i ∈ c∗ of the appropriate dimensions according to [10, 12].

Similarly, the second integral represents the probability of the current
measurement zt conditioned by the actual ψzt−1 taken from the previous-
time point estimate denoted here by β̂i;t−1 (i.e., from the table) for
each i-th component. The point estimates of the parameters of each
i-th categorical component are obtained via the Bayes rule using the
conjugate prior Dirichlet pdf according to [11] with the recomputable
statistics denoted by ϑi;t−1.

The third integral is a computation of the point estimate of the pa-
rameter α using the previous time instant statistics (here denoted by
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γk;t−1) of the switching model for the actual value of the regression
vector ϕt−1 = k with k ∈ ϕ∗.
The prior pointer pdf f (ct−1 = j|∆ (t− 1)) expresses the probability
of each component activity at previous time instant t − 1. Initially, it
is chosen and then it is updated into the posterior pdf of the current
pointer ct by marginalization of the result (8) over the values of ct−1

f(ct = i|∆(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
posterior pointer pdf

∝
∑
j∈c∗

f(ct = i, ct−1 = j|∆(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(8)

= wi;t, i, j ∈ c∗, (9)

which is denoted by wi;t, and it is the i-th entry of the mc-dimensional
weighting vector wt. At the time instant t, wi;t is the updated probabil-
ity of the i-th component activity with respect to the currently measured
data items yt and zt. The index of the maximum entry of the vector wt
denotes the point estimate of the pointer ct, i.e., the component declared
to be active at time t.

This briefly summarized theory leads to recursive updating the statistics
for estimation of parameters Θ and β respectively as follows (based on
[12])

Vi;t = Vi;t−1 + wi;t

[
yt
ψyt

] [
yt
ψyt

]′
, (10)

κi;t = κi;t−1 + wi;t, (11)
(ϑl|q)i;t = (ϑl|q)i;t−1 + δ

(
l, q; zt, ψzt−1

)
wi;t, (12)

∀i ∈ c∗ and l ∈ z∗, q ∈ ψ∗, and from which the point estimates θ̂i;t and
r̂i;t are recomputed according to

θ̂i;t = V −1
1 Vy, r̂i;t =

Vyy − V
′

yV
−1
1 Vy

κi;t
(13)

with the help of partition

Vi;t =
[
Vyy V

′

y

Vy V1

]
, (14)

where Vyy is the square matrix of the dimension ky of the vector yt, V ′y is
ky-dimensional column vector and V1 is scalar [10]. The point estimate
(β̂l|q)i;t is computed for each categorical part of the i-th component as
follows [11]

(β̂l|q)i;t =
(ϑl|q)i;t∑mc
s=1(ϑs|q)i;t

, l ∈ z∗, q ∈ ψ∗. (15)
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The posterior pdf f(ct = i, ct−1 = j|∆(t)), obtained in (9), is joint for
ct and ct−1. It is denoted by Wi,j;t and used in the update of statistics
for estimation of the parameter α

(γi|j)k;t = (γi|j)k;t−1 + δ (k; ϕt−1)Wi,j;t, ∀i, j ∈ c∗, k ∈ ϕ∗, (16)

from which the point estimate of the parameter α at the time instant t
is computed similarly to (15) for the actual k

(α̂i|j)k;t =
(γi|j)k;t

(
∑mc
s=1 γs|j)k;t

. (17)

The detailed derivations and explanations can be found in [33]. The
structural algorithm is provided below.

3.4 Algorithm

Initial part (for t=1)

• Specify mc components (1) with their normal and categorical
parts.

• Specify the switching model (6).

• Set the initial statistics Vi;t, κi;t and ϑi;t for each i ∈ c∗.

• Set the initial statistics of the switching model γk;t ∀k ∈ ϕ∗.

• Using these initial statistics, compute the initial point estimates
θ̂i;t, r̂i;t, β̂i;t and α̂k;t of all parameters and for all components.

• Set the initial weighting vector wt.

On-line part (for t=2,3,. . . )

1. Measure new data yt and zt.

2. For each i ∈ c∗ substitute yt and the point estimates θ̂i;t−1 and
r̂i;t−1 into each normal component. Construct the mc-dimensional
vector from obtained proximities from all components.

3. For each i ∈ c∗ take the probability (β̂l|q)i;t−1 for the current with
zt = l and ψzt−1 = q. Construct the mc-dimensional vector from
results from all components.
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4. According to (8), multiply entry-wise the resulted vectors from
two previous steps, the prior weighting vector wt−1 and the point
estimate matrix α̂k;t−1 for the actual k.

5. The result of this entry-wise multiplication is the matrix with
entries Wi,j;t. Normalize this matrix.

6. Perform the summation of the above normalized matrix over rows
and obtain the vector with updated entries wi;t according to (9).

7. Update all statistics according to (10)–(12) and (16).

8. Recompute the point estimates of all parameters according to (13),
(15) and (17) and use them for Step 1 of the on-line part of the
algorithm.

4 Application to fuel consumption estima-
tion

This section demonstrates the application of the above approach to es-
timating the fuel consumption, see Section 2.

4.1 Data

Real data measured on a vehicle during driving each 1 second are used.
Their whole number is about 75000, but here for a better illustration
results are shown for 1500 data items. According to Section 2, the
five-dimensional vector yt includes the variables

• y1;t is the instantaneous fuel consumption [µl],

• y2;t is a vehicle speed [km/h],

• y3;t is a pressing the gas pedal [%],

• y4;t is the engine torque [Nm]

• and y5;t is the engine speed [rpm].
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The categorical variable zt represents values of the gear chosen during
driving. Originally, its measured values belong to the set

{−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},

where 0 denotes the neutral gear and−1 is the reverse gear. To avoid the
unbalance of frequencies of the gear values, their number is reduced. The
reason is as follows. To obtain data, which cover as many working modes
as possible, the measurements were taken in different traffic situations:
from a relatively calm economic driving on the highway and a mixed
driving on the first and second class roads till driving through several
villages. The major part of the taken data represents driving with a
relatively high speed out of city, which more corresponds to higher values
of the gear. Because of this, the lower values of the gear (except the
neutral gear) were observed only rarely, which leads to the mentioned
unbalance. It means that the rare measurements could be perceived
as outliers. To avoid this, it is advantageous to group the gear values
so that to justify the frequencies. Here it is done so that {−1, 0} → 1,
{1, 2, 3} → 2, 4→ 3, 5→ 4, 6→ 5. In this way the set of possible values
of the discrete variable zt is z∗ ≡ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Now it is relatively
balanced.

4.2 Model construction

The fuel consumption model is constructed according to Section 3.1
using (1), where the regression vector of the normal components (2) has
the form ψyt = [y(t− 1), zt−1, 1]′. Notice that the regression vector ψyt
includes delayed values of the gear selection zt.

The categorical parts (4) of components (1) with the regression vector
ψzt−1 = [zt−1, st−1]′ contains the already mentioned gear selection zt
and the discretized speed y2;t denoted here by st ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

The pointer ct (see the switching model (6)) is assumed to classify data
among various driving styles (for instance, eco-driving, sporty driving
and mix of them, or driving on highway, in city and on out-of-town
roads, etc.). However, ct is unmeasured and has to be estimated from the
data. Here, the experiment with mc = 3 is demonstrated. Nevertheless,
other number of components can be chosen. The regression vector of the
switching model (6) involves the past pointer ct−1 and the discretized
instantaneous fuel consumption y1;t−1 denoted by ft−1 ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
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4.3 Initialization

150 data items are used to obtain initial estimates of all parameters
according to the initial part of Algorithm 3.4. Then the online part of
the algorithm is tested on 1500 data.

4.4 Results

Maximal entries of the weighting vector actualized during the online
estimation define the currently active component (here a driving style).
They are stored as the point estimates of the pointer. There are no
measured values of the driving style, so the pointer estimates cannot
be compared with real data. However, together with the parameter
point estimates they can be used for 0-step-ahead prediction (estima-
tion) of the fuel consumption by their substituting into corresponding
components. These results are shown in Figure 1, which compares real
values of all entries of the vector yt with results of these predictions
from normal components. The first subplot shows results for the fuel
consumption.

Figure 2 demonstrates prediction of the gear selection from categorical
components.

In the case of the multivariate variable such as yt it is difficult to show
clusters detected in the data space. That’s why Figure 3 shows them as
several pairs plotted against each other. In all the figures dots always
visualize clusters of original data, while a rest of symbols correspond to
the predicted values of variables.

4.5 Discussion

The demonstrated results of application of the algorithm to real data
confirm its functionality. Several comments should be made on the
application of the algorithm:

• The initialization of the algorithm plays a significant role in the
successful estimation. Here the smaller part (150) of prior data
was enough for a good start of the algorithm.

• Another important aspect is the suitability of the used model.
Here, the first order of regression components seems to be suffi-
ciently suitable for describing the data.
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Figure 1: Predictions of continuous outputs
Notice that the red predicted values obtained by substitut-
ing the point estimates into components repeat the course
of the blue real values. The measuring period is 1 second.
It explains why the vehicle speed shown in the second sub-
plot changes rather slowly unlike the rest of variables.

• The algorithm is not limited by the presented specific case of mixed
components. Other pdfs with reproducible statistics can be used.

5 Conclusion

The main theoretical contribution of the presented habilitation lecture is
the demonstration that a systematic approach to the Bayesian mixture
estimation theory applied to regression models in [13] and state-space
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Figure 2: Prediction of gear selection
Each time when the red dotted line does not correspond
to the blue square line means a wrong estimate. Here the
whole course of the estimation is shown, which has only
38 wrong estimates for the whole number 1500 data.

models in [34] can be enriched by a mixture of normal and categorical
components, saving such its main advantages as: (i) recursiveness that
enables a real-time performance; (ii) one-pass elaboration of the data
sample and (iii) orientation at explicit solutions with exploitation of
numerical procedures only in those parts which cannot be computed
analytically. A non-trivial model of dynamic switching extended by
categorical measurements is considered.

From the practical point of view the habilitation lecture has been de-
voted to the problem of estimation of the fuel consumption using the
mentioned theory. The obtained results look promising. The considered
data-based model of the fuel consumption can be taken as a part of more
complex problems such as its multi-step prediction and the control de-
sign arisen in the eco-driving field.
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Figure 3: Clusters of continuous outputs
Two first figures compare clusters of the fuel consumption
plotted against the vehicle and the engine speeds. The
third and the fourth figures plot clusters of the vehicle
speed against the pressing the gas pedal and the engine
speed. Notice how the predicted clusters overlap the real
values.

5.1 Future plans

In the discussed area there is still a series of open problems both from the
theoretical and practical point of view. The following issues are expected
to be especially fruitful as the further development of the mixture-based
clustering and classification theory:

1. The estimation algorithms will be extended for different combi-
nations of components and the switching model. Namely, the
dynamic data-dependent switching model will be investigated in
a combination with different types of components: regression and
state-space models, categorical, uniform, exponential and other
(for instance, general triangular) distributions. The components
can be both static and dynamic. From the clustering viewpoint,
the combination of dynamic switching model and static compo-
nents is seen as the most promising.

2. Multi-step-ahead mixture prediction within the considered con-
text is a separate task planned to be solved. It is expected that
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the dynamic mixture prediction algorithm will be a significant
contribution in the field of classification-related problems.

3. Extension of the switching model up to several delayed values in
the regression vector is a further planned task.

The mentioned issues are expected to be solved during the project
GAČR 15-03564S “Clustering and Classification Using Recursive Mix-
ture Estimation” led by the habilitation candidate. The project began
in 2015 and will be solved until 2017.

As regards practical plans of the work, a specific application to real
problems in the transportation domain will be considered. There are
also two fundamental areas: prediction (for the prediction itself or for
the control task) and classification (for modeling multimodal systems
or the data classification itself). Obviously, every concrete application
situation requires specific settings, which mostly means tailoring an ex-
isting approach or even a new direction in the theory.

Last but not least, it is also necessary to mention the pedagogical mean-
ing of the presented lecture and the whole habilitation thesis. The sys-
tematic development of the theory is important from this point of view.
Students obviously will not derive the basic algorithm, but after under-
standing the theory they will be able to further improve it, test and
expand into new models. Thus they may be directly involved in the
highly complex scientific research in different levels.
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